Mains Powered Smoke Alarms
FH250 Series

FH250BB
Alkaline battery back-up (3xAAA)

FH250LB
Long Life Lithium battery back-up

FH250RB
Rechargeable Lithium cell back-up

The new and exciting range of Fast-Fix optical smoke alarms comes with our unique X-Profile photoelectric chamber, controlled by bespoke software and featuring TSE-Technology (Thermal Stability Enhancement), specifically designed to reduce nuisance alarms while maximising the detection of smoke and fire.

- Unique X-Profile detection chamber controlled by bespoke software.
- TSE-Technology (Thermal Stability Enhancement) provides stability across a range of environmental conditions, reducing nuisance alarms whilst enhancing detection.
- ALARM SILENCE BUTTON. Ideal in non-emergency situations (nuisance alarms).
- SILENCE LOW BATTERY WARNING chirp for up to 10 hours. Maintains continuous protection during sleeping hours
- TEST BUTTON. Extra large for ease of use.

- NEW Fast-Fix design simplifies fixing and wiring of the baseplate.
- NEW push fit wiring connection - fast and secure.
- Install the base first, then install the alarm later, after all the works have been completed, preventing contamination by dust, paint etc.
- Smoke and heat alarms share the same base allowing interchangeability.
- Dedicated and discrete entry for surface mounted trunking.